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PH 306 ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS

Time: 0l hour.

, Answer ALL Questions
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[ ,. ,*, the four principal layers of the atmosphere in order from the Earth's surface

! upwards. within each of these layers, state how the temperatwe vaxies with height'

I

I ,", The density ofair is I 2 kg m'3 at the Eanh's sutface calculate the height ofthe

I column of a.ir required to Jx",l a pr"tsute of 1 atnosphere (1x105 Pal at its base'

I ,t At consrant temperature the pressure ofthe atmosphere decreases exponentially with

I n.,rn, u"cording to the equation:

I a=po e 
rh where Po is the pressure at the Earth's surface

I Ci""n ,t ur p ur u n.ieilr of s km is approximalely O 5 Po estimate the height at whjch

| , *,,nuue fallen to (l/8) Po
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2. Define the terms solar constant, planetary albedo and Green house effect_
The energy received by any pranel is inversely gopoftiomr 10 its distance from the sun.

(a) Calculate the solar constant for the planet Venus, given that the mean distance of
Vcnus from the Sun is 72% ofthat ofthe Earth.

(b) If the albedo of Vertus is 0.76, calculate the temperatue of the apparent surface (the
top of the cloud layer that covers the plalet) by considering the oyerall radiation
balance of the planet.

(c) Suppose that all the un-reflected solar radiation passes rhrough the cloud layer atd is
absorbed at the plalet's surface, aad the cloud layer radiates equally we]l in the
upward and downward direction.

lll,

Draw a diagarn to show the energy flows within the Venusians, atmosphere.
Hence use an energy balance argwnent to estimate the surface temperature of
Venus.

The real surface temperafure ofvenus is estimated to be about 700K. Didcuss
r9asons for the discrepancy between this value ard the one you have
calculated.

(Solar constant of the Earth =13 52 W m-2 and Stefan constant (o) -56.7 n W m-2 Kr)
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